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IB English Language and Literature
SL Y1

Murgado, Carolina B- 4 4 4 This term, Emelie demonstrated an adequate understanding of the
way authors use language and images to inform, persuade, entertain
and express political ideas. Through the assessed practice Paper 1s,
Emelie continued developing analytical skills needed to deconstruct
texts in order to discover the intention underpinning them. She can
comprehend the literal meaning of texts and somewhat draw
conclusions from them based on their implications. She can improve
by developing her analysis to properly explain how authors employ
written and visual techniques to communicate meaning. I encourage
her to read a variety of literary and non-literary texts on her own this
summer in order to refine her awareness of the way that different text
types employ language and stylistic features. This will also help
Emelie improve her writing fluency. Emelie’s assessed individual
oral illustrated a satisfactory analysis of the way a work of literature
and a piece of modern art both present the control and judgment of
women’s bodies by society. Emelie needs to make sure that she
completes the reader response journal for Shakespeare’s
‘Othello’ before the beginning of next term so that she be
prepared to discuss it in depth once school resumes. It has been a
pleasure teaching Emelie this year and I am proud of her ability to
self-direct her studies through the distance learning period.

IB History HL Y1 Cook, Robert C 3 4 3 Emelie struggled with the difficulties brought about by our distance
learning this semester.  I am very hopeful that a summer of rest will
allow her to refocus and get back to her much stronger performance
levels that she demonstrated first term.   While she was able to get
her IA turned in,  she would be very wise to put in considerable effort
on a rewrite this summer.  The nice thing about the end of the
semester is that one door closes and another opens.   Slam the door
shut on this semester Emelie,  it doesn't define what a good student
you are.   Bounce back strong !  :)

IB Math: App & Interpretation SL Y1Saich, Kay B 2 4 3 Congratulations to Emelie on successfully completing year 1.  Emelie
has a good understanding of the content and her ability to solve
application problems has improved. Emelie has been a bit
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inconsistent with her engagement with Distance Learning and at
times missed deadlines. I wish Emelie all the best as she continues
on her math journey her senior year.

IB Biology HL Y1 Holden, Thomas A- 4 4 2 Emelie has produced some high quality assignments this semester,
and is making solid progress in IB Biology. Her focus for improvement
is time management, as several important assignments have been
submitted well after the deadline. I hope to see Emelie develop her
skills in this area during the next academic year.

IB Mandarin Ab Initio Y1 Jian, HaiYang B+ 4 4 3 Emelie engaged effectively with the teacher during individual and
group distance learning activities. She was able to effectively use
technology resource with limited assistance to complete and submit
assignments, and communicate with the  teacher.  I was especially
proud of her performance in her final project. Good job!

IB Sports, Health, and Science HL
Y1

Inns, Daniel B+ 3 4 2 In the face of challenges and the upheaval that we have all
encountered due to Covid-19 the aim was to kept as much alignment
and normality as possible while we all learnt from different corners of
the globe; with a goal of continuing to develop a deeper
understanding of the issues related to sports, exercise and health in
the 21st century.  In our first year Emelie has covered core units 1
through 4, additional higher levels 7 through 10 and 13, and also
optional topic D. Emelie displays broad subject knowledge and shows
sound understanding of most concepts and principles, and applies
them in some contexts. Her analysis and evaluation of both
quantitative and qualitative data is competent. Emelie can solve basic
or routine problems and shows competency in solving those that are
challenging or unfamiliar. She communicates effectively using
appropriate terminology and conventions; showing insight and
originality on occasion. She also constructs explanations of complex
phenomena and makes appropriate predictions. We are in a great
position next year due to the hard work and application shown by
students throughout these uncertain times; areas of study left to
complete for higher level are; core topic 5 & 6, additional higher level
topics 11 & 12, and optional topic A.
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IB Theory of Knowledge Y1 Biefnot, Marc B- 3 4 3 Emelie engaged irregularly in discussion forums, as well as in online
group activities during this distance learning semester.  Her written
work showed some emerging level of analysis.  Her arguments
tended to be general or irrelevant and the examples did not always
effectively support her claims in relation to the prompts. Her final
presentation on authoritarian figures and the need for good reasoning
in science focused on the exploration of a knowledge question, with
some basic and predictable links to TOK concepts, and an obvious
conclusion.
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Learner Profile

Active Learning

Consistently takes responsibility for learning through
behaviors such as active listening, asking clarifying questions
and revising work.

Demonstrates persistence

Consistently persists through frustrations and responds
positively to setbacks and feedback.

Collaborates effectively

Works effectively with others; can take on a leadership role or
play an equal part; brings out the best in others.

Respects the learning environment

Demonstrates responsible use of technology and

Integrity

All work submitted is the original work of the student or
sources have been accurately cited. Student demonstrates
integrity on tests and quizzes.

Always has a positive attitude to learning and shows respect
for teachers and students.

Uses technology in the class only to enhance the learning
objectives of that class.

adherence to the Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)

Is prepared for class and learning

Responsibility

Every assignment is submitted on time.

Brings all necessary materials to class and thoroughly
completes assigned preparatory work.

Demonstrates academic integrity Turns work in on timeDemonstrates a proactive approach to learning

Grading
4 - Consistently meets expectations
3 - Almost always meets expectations
2 - Sometimes meets expectations
1 - Rarely meets expectations
NA - Not Assessed in this course at this stage
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